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VIII./3.1.: What is the sleep apnea syndrome?

How does it develop?

Connection with the
chapter

It is one form of Sleeping Related Breathing Disorders (SRBD), which
in fact can be considered the gravest one.

Sleeping Related Breathing Disorders

Transition from primary snoring to the grave sleeping
apnea/hypopnea syndrome

Benign snoring: noise appears during sleeping, of respiratory
origine, which does not go with desaturation but may disturb
the patient’s social enviroment.

Obstructive Sleep Apnea Syndrome (OSAS): at least ten
second long oronasal lack of airflow with desaturation,
caused by the temporary obstruction of the upper airways
during sleep.

Other forms of sleeping disorder:

Sleep fragmentation, micro awakening

PLM- periodic limb movement,

RLS- restless leg syndrome

VIII./3.2.: Epidemology of Sleeping Related Breathing
Disorders (SRBD)

Snoring incidence in studies made between 1986-1998 show a
wide spread: 5-86 % of men, 2-57% of women snore.

94% of OSAS patients snore, while in the adult population the
ratio of regular snorers is estimated to be 15%. 19-38% of
snorers are considered to have clinically significant OSA
syndrome.

Obstrutive Sleep Aphnea Syndrome (OSAS) is one of the most
frequent form of sleeping disorders, affeting 2-4% of the adult
polulation.

VIII./3.3.: The tasks of the otorhynolaryngologist
To define the place and places of the obstruction

To reduce obstruction by

- changing life style and habits

- using medication

- operation



To control patients regularly and for a long time because several factors
may deteriorate again!

Otorhynolaryngological examination in OSAS

Basic otorhynolaryngological examination

Endoscopy, indirect, flexible pharyngolaryngoscopy
nasopharyngo- laryngoscopy

Allergy test

Radiological examinations, primarily CT during sleep

And:

Gastroenterological and dental examinations

VIII./3.4.: Other tests
Polysomnograhy

Pulmological test

Breathing function tested

Cardiological examination

VIII./3.5.: Steps in diagnosing OSAS
anamnesis

physical examination

Other examinations related to otorhynolaryngological
examinations

Polysomnography clinches the diagnosis.

But not every snoring patient should be sent for polysomnography
examination.

Polysomnography is indicated,or justified when the risk is calculated as
in the case of a male patient over forty, whose family has also noticed
pauses in breathing, and the patient complains about tiredness during the
day.

VIII./3.6.: Possible places of obstruction in the upper
airways

VIII./3.6.1.: Nose, paranasal sinuses, and the naso-
pharyngeal level

Nasal septum

Turbinates

Adenoid vegetation



Nasal polyps

Chronic rhinosinusitis

Nasal obstruction

Nasal obstruction would trigger sleep disorders with average
people

SRBD would deteriorate in cases of apnea, hypopnea, upper
airway resistence syndrome patients and with primary snorers.

The examination of the nose: at least anterior rhinoscopy, but a
fibroscopy of the whole nose and measuring nasal resistence are
needed. Active anterior and posterior rhinomanometry

are all unavoidable when examining SRBD patients and
designing therapeutic strategy.

Let’s pay special attention to the nasal valve area. The place
where the entering airflow is the fastest could be better
measured with acoustic rhinometry. This examination does not
count as routine procedure yet.

VIII./3.6.2.: The level of the oral cavity and the
mesopharynx

1) Hypertrophied soft palate

2) Hypertrophied tongue

3) Enlarged tonsils, thick lateral pharyngeal fascicle

4) Elongated uvula

5) Hypertrophied root of the tongue

VIII./3.6.3.: the level of the hypopharynx and larynx

The narrowing or collapse of any stretch of the upper airways can cause
oropharyngeal obstruction.

VIII./3.7.: Therapeutic possiblities for the ear- nose-
throat- specialist

Medicinal treatment

Nose dilation intruments

Oral appliences

Surgical interventions

Indications of the surgical interventions

1. Clinicaly significant, surgicaly accessible obstruction in the
upper airways

2. Preparation for CPAP therapy



Surgical options for the ear- nose- throat specialist in OSAS

Shaping upper airways resistence by operations

Often doubted efficiency

Operation is definitely advised when the disorder causes
unambiguous obstruction in the upper airways and it is
justifiable from the otorhynolaryngological point of view.as
well

Impoving nasal breathing rarely cures OSA but increases the
chances of using CPAP.

UPPP- especially, if the patient cannot wear a nCPAP or other
intra oral devices.

Types of operations:

Correcting septal deviation

Turbina operations

FESS

UPPP

RFTUR

LAUP

(Other: MO, HM, tracheostoma,…)

VIII./3.7.1.: Treatment of the OSAS: target the NOSE

The therapy:

relies mostly on topical steroid sprays,

Nose dilators

surgical solutions

SRBD and snoring can worsen after surgical interventions in the nose.
Objetive judgement is difficult, for the literature does not provide a
suitable description of anatomical improvement after the operations of
the nasal septum.

In general the results are unpredictable in most patients’ cases. The
analysis of subjective questionnaires concerning snoring, daytime
tiredness or excessive sleepiness during the day shows that treating
upper airways obstruction with SRBD patients is advantageous.

Concering the success of intranasal operations for OSAS are
significantly less encouraging in the light of objective evaluations based
on pre and postoperative polysomnography results. The rate of success
for routine interventions is less than 20%, although the normalisation of
nasal resistence can be achieved this way.

Rhynological surgical interventions give a chance to patients who do not
tolerate nCPAP treatment and we can apply them as an important
element of the many layered therapeutic strategy. In general the results



are unpredictable in most patients’ cases.

Surgical solutions in the nose

Operation of the septum nasi (Kilian, septoplastica, etc.)

Laser, radiofrequency, freezing, etc operations of the nasal
turbinates

Septorhinoplasty

FESS

Removing pharyngeal tumours

Operations of the atresia of the choanas

VIII./3.7.2.: Therapeutic possibilities in the oral cavity,
the pharynx and the larynx

Oral instruments, tools

Pharynx operations

Tonsillectomy

UPPP (Fujita, 1981) uvulopalatopharyngoplasty

Uvulopalatal Flap

LAUP (Kamimi) Laser Assisted UvulopalatoPlasty

Somnoplasty, coblation, radiofrequency tissue volume
reduction (RFTVR)- soft palate, root of the tongue

Hyoid Myotomia

Heroic lingual, hyoidean, mandibular operations, tracheotomy

VIII./3.8.: General considerations
Pre-operation anamnesis is important, written general status

Predisposing pathological states

Allergic rhinitis

Endocrin diseases

Illnesses relating to the neuromuscular sytem

Brainstem lesions

Airflow obstruction in awake patients

Anatomical factors

Space reducing processes

Medication

Iatrogen effects

Alcoholism

Obesity and age



Other

Reflux disorder (GORB)

The gravity of the disorder (OSAS)

Definition of the level of the obstruction

Polysomnographic evaluation

Surgical solution - following the indication a therapeutic plan needs
to be made

Establishing the surgical indication and choosing the method

Technical considerations

Basic: step by step therapy

Follow -up

Avoidance of weight increase, checking

Avoidance of medicines, smoking, alcohol

Controlling long-term efficiency of therapy

Polysomnography

Defining surgical success

The results of the surgical therapy

20- 70 % is considered successful

Patients must be followed

Control PSG required

Check apnae/hypopnae index change

What influences the success of surgical intervention in the treatment
of OSA?

Patient selection, pre-operative assessment,

Choosing a suitable interventiona

Using surgical techniques appropriately

Postoperative management

The above are the main factors that influence the success of surgical
solutions.

OSAS in children:

17-20 % snores, equally spread between the sexes, only 20% of
all have significant apnae.

We know even less of children’s than of adults’ obstructive
apnoae..

The operation helps more and more often (nasal and/or
pharyngeal tonsil)

In the case of children one of the most important indications of



tonsillo- adenoidectomy is obstructive sleeping apnae.


